
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A TIMELY GLANCE AT SPIRITUAL HEARTQUAKE  
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In Africa                                                                                                                     22/06/2020 

SPIRITUAL HEARTQUAKE is the most delicate shake-up of the spiritual Gate way to FULL-INNER 

LIFE of nearly every human person determined to largely succeed in both Earthly and Kingdom 

Life. 

 SPIRITUAL HEARTQUAKE selectively occurs as a dream during deep-deep sleep But the 

trembling, fear, scare, visible body movement and general panic would steadily reveal that 

SPIRITUAL HEARTQUAKE is real and its purpose is to among other roles Humble a human person 

and boost true love for Humanity. It is extremely difficult for one to become annoyed and/or 

irritated after experiencing SPIRITUAL HEARTQUAKE. 

SPIRITUAL HEARTQUAKE sets one to become spiritually accountable at every segment of 

personal spiritual development on the one part and responsibly promote interpersonal peace on 

the other. 

THE PURPOSE 

Firstly, SPIRITUAL HEARTQUAKE is triggered by excessive heavy Prayers without Proper 

guidance, stressful thinking, unique suffering with neglect of Godly hands, unique-new challenge 

without appreciating its strength, sudden disasters with highly-negative impact on a human 

person. 

WELL, the main purpose of SPIRITUAL HEARTQUAKE is to swiftly humble a human person on the 

one part and enhance true love for humanity on the other. 

UNIQUE PRIVILEGES   

SPIRITUAL HEARTQUAKE is a very slippery and sensitive opener of the spiritual gate-way to full 

enjoyment of life both on earth and in the Heavenly Places. Most people die in the process of 

experiencing SPIRITUAL HEARTQUAKE; instead they are swiftly hit by HEART ATTACK and they 

die of HEART FAILURE and may be other Heart issues regrettably. 

 SPIRITUAL HEARTQUAKE is usually survived once a person is spiritually prepared for the 

Unknown/Uncertainties in life and his/her Heart has no strength to aggressively resist the unique 

pressure (shake-up) that comes with the HEARTQUAKE. 

SPIRITUAL HEARTQUAKE could last for about 10 seconds to 50 seconds but its impact might last 

for a life time. It has the admirable potential to create instant emotional balance/harmony but 

its occurrence is highly unpredictable and largely selective. Very few people have known it and/or 



even experienced. Those who have chanced to experience are tongue tied to disseminate 

information about it simply because of its MYSTERY, UNIQUENESS AND WONDERS.  

It is usually the state of sub -consciousness with gradual transition to consciousness naturally. I 

mean without medical Prescription to induce the process.  

The lead secret is that excessive prayers without guidance, acute suffering without the hands of 

God, unmanageable excitement are some of the frontline items that might trigger SPIRITUAL 

HEARTQUAKE suddenly. Very unfortunate that millions and millions of people die without full 

knowledge of this Giant (SPIRITUAL HEARTQUAKE) 

Most people are aware of the destructive nature of EARTHQUAKE which shakes the Earth 

suddenly and Terribly.  

However, it is important for every human person to learn and keep abreast with more 

information about SPIRITUAL HEARTQUAKE. 

SPIRITUAL REFRESHMENT 

The Bible  

 1 Thessalonians 5:16-18 “Rejoice always, pray without ceasing, in everything give thanks; 

for this is the will of God in Christ Jesus concerning you. Quench not the Spirit” 

 Galatians 5:16-25  

NOTE; this piece of work has been mentored and powered to LIFE by the Holy Spirit of God. I 

share it with you in Jesus Christ’ name. GLORY BE TO GOD     
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